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1. Within class work any touching should be above or below the swimsuit area.

2. Touching should be consented and therefore an attempt to physically connect with or
touch another person should be visible and not a surprise, whether in real life or within a
scene/rehearsal.

3. Touch should be explored in rehearsal, verbally, between scene partners and tutor
before happening in the scene and should be verbally agreed to by all parties involved.

4. Actors must listen to each other and exchange ideas during this discussion. Actors
should also be aware of gender related power dynamics during this conversation.

5. Tutors should check-in with students if they witness touch during rehearsals and ask
‘have you both consented to touch during the scene?’.

6. Any sexual intimacy work i.e kissing, sexual scenes or dancing will not be explored in a
drop-in class. If this is explored in a course it will happen firstly as a conversation
between the actors and the tutor, talking through the steps and choreographing the
action specifically. It will then be explored physically in rehearsal. The tutor must be
present, guiding this process and watching at all times.

7. The tutor will stop any scene or rehearsal if they aren’t sure of consented touch and ask
‘have you both consented to touch during the scene?’.

8. Students can request another tutor to be present to observe the intimacy process, in
advance of a rehearsal or class, if they feel safer rehearsing in this way. They should
contact Lotte on info@theactorscove.com to do this with as much notice as possible.

9. Students have the right to refuse touch or change their mind about consented touch at
any time.

10. Students should be aware of personal hygiene including washing their hands on arrival,
especially in advance of intimate scenes.
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11. If students or tutors are socialising outside of class or course times, The Actors Cove is
not responsible for ensuring consented touch, whether staff are present or not. Any use
of intimate touch that is not consented at these times is a criminal matter and should be
reported to the police directly.

12. More guidance for actors or directors doing intimacy work can be found here

13. If you feel any of these points have been breached or if you have ideas about how we
can improve anything please contact Lotte on info@theactorscove.com

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/924101_2e8c624bcf394166bc0443c1f35efe1d.pdf

